Abstract. Any algorithm for finding a pattern of length k in a string of length n must examine at least n k + of the characters of the string in the worst case. By considering the pattern 00 0, we prove that this is the best possible result. Therefore there do not exist pattern matching algorithms whose worst-case behavior is "sublinear" in n (that is, linear with constant less than one), in contrast with the situation for average behavior (the Boyer-Moore algorithm is known to be sublinear on the average).
1. Introduction. Let s s ls2""sn denote a string of length n over some finite alphabet E, and similarly let p PlP2""Pk denote a pattern of length k over the same alphabet. The "string-searching problem" is to determine if the pattern occurs in the stringmthat is, if (! j)(1 =<j _<-n-k + 1)A(pp2 p s.isj+l"" Sj+k-1).
We denote this occurrence as p _-< s.
Several efficient algorithms exist for determining whether p _-<s, given a pattern p of length k and a string s of length n. For example, the algorithm of Knuth, Morris and Pratt [3] , [4] first constructs (in time O(k)) a finite state automaton to recognize the regular set Z*pZ* (see [1] also). Then p _-<s iff the automaton accepts s, which can be determined in time O(n), The entire algorithm runs in time O(n + k). As an example (which we shall use later), for p 0101 the automaton of Fig. 1 [5] . Fix the pattern p and let A, be any algorithm for determining whether p -<_ s for any string s. Let w(Ae, n) denote the maximum number of characters in s examined by algorithm Ap for any string s in En; w(Ap, n) is the worst-case cost function for algorithm A.
We assume that w(Ap, n)<-_ w(Ap, n + 1) for all Ap and all n. Otherwise if w (Ap, n) > w (Ap, n + 1) for some n an improved algorithm A can be derived Since we are interested in f(p, n) gp (n, k + 1) only with respect to its residue W modulo I.EI, we consider the reduced recurrence gn+l "gn (mod 151), where the entries of T' are those of T reduced modulo 11. In fact T' is just T with the (k + 1, k + 1) entry replaced by 0. We now observe that gp (n, k + 1) -= gp (n 1, k), so we will concentrate on the parity of gp (n, k) from now on. The k by k upper left submatrix T" of T' maps (gp(n, 1) (mod Ixl),,,,, g (n, k) (mod I 1)) onto tn+1.
Now T" induces a mapping from F {0, 1,..., ]1-1} k to itself. Furthermore, T" is easily seen to be invertible; sequentially adding row to row + 1 for 1, 2,. , k will reduce T" to an upper triangular form with IE]-1 along the main diagonal (we assume that IE] > 1).
Since T" is invertible, the directed graph G, whose vertices are elements of F and whose edges (x, y) are present whenever T"x y, consists of a set of disjoint cycles. We need to show that the cycle containing ; (1, 0, 0, , 0) has a vertex whose kth coordinate is nonzero at least once every k steps.
We first observe that the all-zero vector 0 k is not an element of tlie cycle,
since it belongs to a one-element cycle (it is fixed by the linear mapping T"), and
is not the zero vector. Input: a string s ls2" sn. (Vp)(l Ap)( n)(w(Ap, n)= n-Ipl+ 1).
